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Taxes, accusations focus of first gubernatorial debate 
'Jy Kim Hudson 
lews editor 
In the gubernatorial debate held 
It UM-St. Louis on Monday , taxes 
md accusations received a good deal 
)f attention from Governor Mel 
~arnahan and Republican State Au-
litor Margaret Kelly, while the Lib-
lrtarian candidate J. Mark Oglesby 
~cei ved almost none. 
T erry Ganey, Jefferson City Bu-
~au Chief at the St. Louis Post-Dis-
On Abortion: 
Oglesby: Opposes third 
trimester abortions and be-
lieves that AMA should regu-
late abortions. 
Carnahan: Opposes any 
additional regulations on 
abortions. 
Kelly: Opposes abortion 
except in the case of rape, 
incest or danger to the life of 
the mother. 
On Concealed Weap-
ons: 
Oglesby: Would sign the 
concealed weapons pro-
posal, lifting the ban on car-
rying concealed weapons. 
patch , moderated the debate. 'While 
he asked the candidates questions on 
many topi c ranging from mass tran-
s it to abort ion , tax ut plans held the 
s potlight during the event. 
Oglesby led off by describing his 
platform based on smaller govern-
ment and as lit tle taxation as pos-
sible. 
Carnahan cited improvements in 
welfare and employment since he took 
office. He questioned Kelly ' s plan to 
reduce state taxes by $640 million 
without CU lling any essential services. 
Carnahan asked her repeatedly about 
one s tep in her plan which would 
freeze the general operat in g portion 
of th budget w hicl:l funds public 
schools, hi gher ed uc ation and cor-
re tions progr:llns. 
He wond red aloud hO\ Ke lly 
could fund these services with a fro-
zen source of revenue. 
Kell y said she will exempt food 
from from the sta te sales tax , give a 
ten percent tao -credit to all indi vidual 
income taxpayers and exempt the first 
$6,000 of individual private pension 
income. She said that this would be 
possib le if the general operating bud-
get was frozen for two years . 
Carnahan called this an unrealistic 
"pie- in-the-sky" proposal and cited a 
Post editorial with a similar title and 
viewpoint. 
Kelly then accused Carnahan of 
breaking his inaugural oath to uphold 
the Missouri Constitution . 
"Mel Carnahan believes the Con-
stitution is a nuisance," she said. 
"That's what separates us in this cam-
paign. " 
She was speaking of his 1993 
plan to raise taxes by $310 million . It 
was tbe largest tax increase in Mis-
so uri history. First, she said that tbis 
increase was unconstitutional because 
it raised state revenues above the 
limit specified in theHancock amend-
ment. She added that it violated his 
1992 campaign promise to let the 
public vote on all tax increases . 
Carnahan said that four days after 
he took o ffice, the Missouri Supreme 
ourt threw out the funding formula 
for Missouri public schools and de-
vised a new o ne that would cost tax-
payers $1 bill ion . . 
photo: Ken Dunkin 
(L-R) J. Mark Oglesby, Mel Carnahan, and Margaret Kelly discuss the issues in an animated 
debate last week at UM-St. Louis. 
Ladues and the Clay tons." Carnahan 
said . "Sowe had to bring the low ones 
up, a nd that took money." 
Kelly accused Carnah3.11 of lying 
about the necessity of this increase. 
She pointed out that the court's deci-
sion contained no reference to a tax 
increase. 
governor," she said, "then you should 
vote for me as your next governor." 
Carnahan questioned her tenure 
as auditor and demanded to know 
why she brought none of her office's 
findings of mismanagement and gov-
ernmental waste to the attention of 
the preceding Republican governors. 
Audience opinion was divided on 
who gave the best delivery. 
Ken Gordon, a UM-St. Louis 
graduate student, felt that Carnahan 
had the best arguments . 
Carnahan: Would veto 
the same measure. 
Kelly: Said that she would 
sign the proposal but that 
the focus needs to be on 
upholding existing, criminal 
codes. 
"Mel Carnahan 
believes the 
Constitution is a 
nuisance. That's what 
separates us in this 
campaign. " 
-State Auditor 
Margaret Kelly 
He said that his administration 
w< s under ti me pressure to present a 
cbeaper fonnula. He justified his de-
cision by saying that, in order to main-
tain the quali ty of the state's best 
schools. he had to spend money to 
im prove the unde r-funded lesser 
schools . 
Kelly designated trust , taxes and 
management abilities as the major 
themes in this election. 
"Everything's politics to you 
Margaret, " Carnahan said. 
Ganey asked questions on other 
issues, but cutting state revenues re-
mained a prevailing answer among 
the candidates. 
"Carnahan did the best job, "Gor-
don said. "I think he answered the 
questions the best." 
Cynthia Anderson-Farrow, a St. 
Louis City resident, disagreed. 
"I like how Kelly stressed the 
management concept," Anderson-
Farrow said. "She nailed him on the 
tax issue." 
Second Annual 
-Meadows 
onfire set for 
hursday 
vent highlights 
omecoming week 
Fonda Thomas 
The Current staff 
A fire will be blazing at University 
eadows next week. A bonfire, that is. 
The bonfire is one of many activities 
.eing held this week Tuesday through 
;aturday: 
Dennis Chitwood, director of Cam-
JUS Ministries, said lette rs have been 
ent to various campus departments 
Ibout the eve nt. 
"Vice Chancellor [of Student Af-
'airs Lowe "Sandy" MacLean] partici-
lUted last year and we look forward to 
.eeing o ther departmf;nts invol ved." 
:hitwood said. 
The purpose ortlle bonfire is to boos t 
:chool spi rit and to get the campus COIll-
nunity more involved , he said. 
"UM-St. Louis consi s ts of a 18rge 
lumberofcommuterstudents. Once they 
lave left campus the thought of return-
ng is not 8ppealing." Chitwood said. 
. Tommy T. from KPNT-l 05 .7 wi ll 
)e providing mus ic entertainment for, 
his cvent , along with thc Rivcrcttes 
)CrfOl'llling between 8 :30-9:00 p.m . 
Free food and drinks will b..-: donated 
ly l oc~i l r..-:s tauranls such as McDonalds , 
_iHIe Caesars and Taco Bell in a display 
) t' communil y support for UM -SI. Louis. 
[-shirts print..-:d with the 1996 bo nfire 
ogo will bc sold for $5 .00. 
"This is nol a fundrai se r but an 
: ITort to comc ll1gethcr i llexp..-:nsi v..-: I y. " 
::hitwood s~lid. 
Aecmding to ChilWllOU. the first 
lonfin: wcnt ovn well with students. 
:'Lls t year's bonfire was a suc-
:css.·· Chilwoou saiu . "So we expect 
III ..-:\,cnlllore successfuloutcOi11e sinc.: 
his is the second honfir..-:. :lnd peopk 
Ire m or..-: aware or the Illllllecmlling 
:vcnts. 
The Siudent Gu vernmcnt ASSllcia-
iOil. Univers it y Meadows . Ncwm~lIl 
'1l11ISC. Delta Zeta. Univcrsity Pnlg ram 
30~lnl ;lild Sigma Pi will sponslll' this 
:\'cnt. 
"We cou Idn ' t tear down the 
"If you trust me and believe my 
12 years experience as s tate auditor 
has prepared me for the office of 
Survival of th.e fastest Program provides assistance for students 
---
~ CASHIER! . 
by Jennifer Lynn 
of The Current staff 
Starting the new semester can be challeng ing for 
many students, especially fL)r those with a dis~b ility 
who sometimes require assistance. 
Special Stude nt Programs, a division of Student 
Affairs, assists students with special needs in their 
pursuit of academic success. 
This semester 98 new students have sought indi-
vidualized help from the program. According to 
Marilyn Ditto, coordinator fo r the Special Student 
Programs, this is the largest number of new students 
the program has ever had. She said that even with this 
many students, they can still provide excellent ser-
vices. 
The main objective of Special Student Programs 
encompasses an effort to integrate students into uni-
versity life and academics through individualized 
services that help to provide a positive learning expe-
nence . 
"Most of the students do well. On the average they 
graduate and complete programs as well as other 
students," Ditto said. 
Classroom accommodations for students include ex-
tended test limes and alternative testing procedures 
along with taped text books and lectures . 
"Classroom accommodations make it possible 
for a person with a disability to take part in tbe 
program and have access equal to that of other 
students ," Ditto said. 
Special Student Programs wants to achieve the 
complete integration of all students with disabilities. 
The Ditto can provide information and assistance to 
anyone requesting it. Interested students should in-
quire in 301 Woods Hall or call Special Student 
Programs at 516-521 lor 516-5212. 
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The office of admissions reports that students enrolled in 
84,061 credit hours this semester as opposed to only 
81,602 at th is time last year. Though this is still some' 
21 ,000 hours below the University's target enrollment of 
105,516, it nevertheless means longer lines and bigger 
waits for students. 
Among other services, special student programs 
will provide readers for the visllally impaired and 
interpreters for the hearing impaired, as weJr as assis-
tance for students with learning disorders, brain inju-
ries or other disabling conditions. The pro'gram also 
provides information on how to benefit from the 
accessible offerings and how to solve accessibility 
problems. 
Special Student Pr'ograms works closely with 
. faculty, notifying instructors whenever students with 
special needs enroll in their classes. 
Ditto works with students prior to the first day of 
classes enabling them to get accustomed to the cam-
pus environment and the daily routine of college. 
Sports . ... .. .. . ' .. it it 7 
Classified . .. . ...... 9 
Budget committee gives. students control over. activity fee mo·ney 
by Bill Rolfes I 
of The Current staff 
It 's not ofte n that s tudents get a chance to 
decid e the fa te llf $370.000. But the Student 
Activities Budget Committee could provide 
that opportunity. 
Serv ing on the SABC all ows students the 
authority Ln contro l how their student activilY 
fces are spcnt. 
During the winter semester. each student 
organizatio n submits a budget to the SABe. 
This budget li sts all of an organization'S ex-
penses . 
Ron Chamberlin. comptroller for the Stu-
dent GO\'crTIme nt Assoc iati on. said each indi-
\' iu u~ll ex pense l11u srbe listed so that every cent 
can be aCCDUI1!ed for. 
The CllIllmittcc rcads every budget line by 
line when detennining the level of funding 
each group deserves . SABC questions any 
discrepancies it finds. 
Therefore, the organizations must have a 
legitimate reason for requesting money . For 
example, a fraternity might request funds for 
fire extinguishers so its house will meet public 
safe ty codes Chamberlin said. 
When considering a budget , the SABC 
also considers how much the organization 
received the previous year and how much is 
currently being requested. 
If one group received a lot of money the 
previous year. commi ttee members might 
decide to be more generous with a different 
organization. SABC will have six or seven 
meetings during the winter semester to hear 
from representatives of student organizations. 
Chamberlin suggests that student organiza-
tions have a 'representative apply for the 
SABC. 
"Obviously, having someone on the com-
mittee could enhance a group's chance of 
getting funds," he said . 
However, a student does not have to be-
long to any organization to be a member of 
the SABe. Any student who is currently in 
good academic standing (at least a 2.0 GPA) 
can serve. 
Applications for the SABC can be picked 
up at tbe SGA office and must be turned in by 
Friday. 
Chamberlin will begin interviewing ap-
plicants shortly after tbe deadline . The selec-
tion process will take little more than a week. 
By the end of the month, he must select seven 
committee members and two alternates. 
"I want to get a well-diversified group 
that represents the entire student body, " 
Chamberlin said . 
Servi.ce on the committee is voluntary. 
However, the experience could be helpful on 
a resume, especially for finance and business 
students. 
Chamberlin said that serving on the SABC 
will give practical experience to students 
because the y will learn how the University ' s 
budget works. 
So far, about 15 appJjcations bave been 
received. Chamberlin hopes that even more 
will apply as the deadline approaches. 
He stresses that everybody pays fees and 
should have some say in how the mon ey is 
spent. 
I·It's important that students show inter-
est in this , because it ' s their money." 
Chamberlin said . 
OPINIBNIEDITORIAL 
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Politics stinks 
by Scott Lamar 
editor in chief 
Many people view politicians as a bunch of 
lying, cliche-spouting stiffs who will do anything 
for a vote or money, or both. 
And who can blame them? Politicians prom-
ise to feel your pain and lower your taxes. Every 
four ye.ars, they miraculously come up with the 
true answer to lowering the national debt, curb a 
soaring crime rate and bringingjobsback into the 
country. And to make uninformed voters' deci-
sions easier, hopefuls conveniently provide infor-
mative ] 5-second 
spots highlighting 
their opponent's ca-
reer. Could the 
public's intelligence 
be insulted any more? 
But then again, 
it's the uninformed 
vote that decides the 
outcomes of presi-
dential elections. Af-
ter all, aren't bumper stickers and T-shirts meant 
to show support and in a way creating a band-
wagon effect? Other people vote a straight ticket 
year in and year out no matter who is running for 
office. Many families, for example, vote for the 
same candidate at the urging of its "smartest" 
member. Hell, some people vote for the guy 
siIVply based on his scant resemblance to Robert 
Redford (Dan Quayle). 
Americans who actually keep track of the 
candidates voting records or even pay attention to 
the goings-on in Washington are a small minority . 
Furthermore, some of those in the minority 
are closed-minded. Many people will not listen to 
Rush Limbaugh solely because he is a staunch 
conservative. Conversely, many RepUblicans hold 
the belief that liberals are to blame for all of our 
Nation's woes. 
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Although these traits fit some college stu-
dents, I think that many of them are straddling the 
yellow line, searching for a candidate who can 
help them in their pursuit for the truth, knowledge 
and a way to pay off their loans. To those individu-
als raised on MTV, Republican, Democrat and 
Libertarian are just labels. But with only negative 
TV ads a slanted media providing information, 
it' s hard to make an educated decision. 
Land acquisitions are necessary and proper 
Because many of us are too busy to research 
Bob Dole's 35-year voting record or Clinton's 
trials and tribulations during his first term in 
office., a debate is the one source, albeit not the 
best, a voter can utilize to make an informed 
decisioll. Each candidate is thrust into the spot-
light. They must answer to one another and to the 
public. At the same time, they must exude enough 
con1idence to make their answers believable. 
The University's property purchases 
in recent months and years aimed at 
making implementation of the Master 
Plan possible are both prudent and 
praiseworthy. 
Without these acquisitions, the Uni-
versity risks becoming a land-locked 
institution unable to mec[ tile demands 
of the next century. 
Since Bi-state Development and 
local authorities are seeking to expand 
the light rail system, property values 
around metro stations will continue to 
rise as the land in these areas becomes 
ever more appealing to commercial develop-
ers . 
The land acquisitions will protect UM-St. 
Louis from individual property owners who, 
in the coming year.s, may disingenuously 
hold out for int1ated prices. 
These purchases also secure property that 
could potentially be developed by less-tllan 
upstanding owners whose commercial enter-
prises would detract from the University'S 
ability to attract St. Louisians. 
Until the time comes for implementation 
of later phases of the Master Plan, when this 
property will be used, it is best managed by 
leasing it. 
The University makes a point to offer 
its residential units to people affiliated 
with UM-St. Louis. This symbiotic rela-
tionship works well for both resident and 
proprietor. 
Just as Rome was not built in a day, 
neither will this institution realize its great-
ness with the wave of some magic wand 
or the recitatio·n of a magical incantation. 
In the meantime, the University should 
be commended for its wise use of re-
sources that will one day playa vital role 
in realizing the fullness of its potential. 
Students at UM -St. Louis had a rare opportu-
nity to watch the gubernatorial candidates battle it 
outin theJ.c. Penney auditorium. The debate was 
both entertaining and informative. It was exciting 
to watch the three candidates squirm at some 
tough questions. Amid the fluITY of verbal salvos 
launched back and forth, the audience had the 
chance to learn more about what Mel Carnahan, J. 
Mark Oglesby and Margaret Kelly want for Mis-
sourians. 
I Letters to the editor 
Christianity can help treat mentally ill 
Each candidate had their strengths and weak-
nesses. They all told the audience what they 
thought we \vanted to hear. Obviously using un-
conventional methods, Oglesby, a Libertarian, 
was a little too blunt for some people's tastes. He . 
brashly told welfare mothers to "stop having 
babies." 
Then Oglesby became even more unpopular 
when he advocated eliminating public education. 
Thanks but no thanks, J. Mark. 
Kelly proposed cutting taxes by S640 million. 
I know this because she said it six times over the 
course of the evening. Unfortunately , she ne-
glected to m~ntion how should would do it. 
To the editor: 
I'm responding to Jill Barren's Sept. 
30 article "Candle Vigil to Promote Men-
tal lllness Awareness." Yes, we must 
raise awarene<ss of mental illness. In my 
life, psychiatrists frequently labeled me 
"obessive-compulsive." Recently, a doc-
tor put me on anafranil, a medication to 
treat obsessive-compulsive disorder. It 
conflicted with my epilepsy and caused a 
seizure, so I had to discontinue it. Medica-
tion is useful when doctors encourage 
people to combine them with other things 
like counseling. My bad experiences with 
medications for anxiety have led me to 
distrust them. Brain damage or chemical 
imbalances are legitimate reasons to give people 
medication for mental illness, but medications 
can, besides being expensive for people who 
can't get medical insurance, bring risks of side 
effects. 
I'm a Christian . Irejoice that God has given 
mefaithin His SonJesus and has given me new 
security, identity and meaning. Daily, I struggle 
with problems, personal sins-and compulsive 
tendencies which I doubt will wholly go away. 
I believe that Christ's death for our human evil, 
His resuLTection and God's unconditional love , 
motivate and strengthen me to go on each day. 
God is healing my past gradually. I've got a 
heart for those \\iho deal with mental illness and 
be lieve we musteliminate the shame and stigma 
surrounding it! 
To anyone dealing with mental illness, 
I say, "All of us, being human, are to some 
degree "mentally ill" because we're human 
and struggle with reality. Realize thatthere's 
NO disgrace in reaching out for help. Use 
medication BUTonly as alastresortorwith 
others' help. Realize that the Bible reveals 
to you and me that ALL OF US are rebels 
against God, but He loves us uncondition-
ally. Christ died to forgive us and lives 
RlGHTNOW. 
He can give you peace, security and 
love if you adm..it that you need Him. 
If He did it for me, He will do it for 
you l " 
Lisa A. DeSherlia 
Carnahan said that a judge's ruling which 
threw out the state's school-aid program pre-
vented him from allowing Missourians to vote on 
a $310 million tax increase. 
Eilher way, tlle debate made the choice easier 
for those. who are perched on the fence. With the 
race for president as unanimated as it has been, the 
debates between Dole and Clinton will play a 
pivotal role. If the first debate was any indication, 
Clinton will stick around for four more years. He 
remained calm, cool and collected for theduration 
of tbe debate. Dole was balling his eyes a mile a 
minute. That tells me that he was either very 
nen'ous or lying his ass otT In any case, the 
debates speak volumes about the worthiness of the 
c.~didates. 
'Gods of the Internet' require additional sacrifices 
Whether people are for or against a candidate, 
it s vilal ~hat they become informed before pulling 
the lever No\'. 5. 
To the editor: 
I am writing to say that I totally 
agree with the person who wrote the 
article '''Gods of the Internet' make on-
line time hard to come by." I am a 
freshman this year, and I was excited 
about having the access to the Internet. 
I had no idea I was paying close to $100 
for this. I haven't even been able to get 
on-line yet. I don't understand why 
they don't add more lines to connect to. 
I'm interested in trying to get some-
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one to take action on this case . But I have no 
idea who to approach, or what I should say . I 
think it is totally unfair for UM-St. Louis to 
charge its students above-average prices for 
access to a below-average server. 
If the school is not going to change its 
prices, or the quality of the server, then I 
believe that it should leave the charge for the 
Internet access optional. I also believe that 
there should be a way to access specific 
school accounts such as grades, library files 
and special events through other servers . By 
doing one or both of these things, the busy 
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lines on the Internet would be greatly 
reduced.Anyone who wants to write me 
in response to what I have written can do 
so at the following address. I share the 
account with three other people so please 
put my name (Chris) on the subject line. 
Thank you and my e-mail address is 
jhauber@mo.net. Good luck trying to 
connect to the UM-SL Louis server and 
"don't forget to make the sacrifice to the 
god of Internet." 
Chris Hauber 
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for The Curren(s content or policies.Editorials 
expressed in the paper refleet the opinio n of lhe 
editorial staff. Articles labeled ··Commentary·' or 
"Column" are the opinion of the individual writer. 
All malerial contained in this issue is lhe property 
of The Cllrrellt , and cannot be reproduced or 
reprinted without the expressed written consent of 
The Currellr. 
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FEE fie, fa, fun 
Students pay a reasonable Su/1i 
by Doug Harrison 
managing editor 
It's never popular to espouse the ideology 
the establishment, to defend the powers-that-l 
at the expense ofcommrades-in-arms. But in tr 
case, only an idiot would continue to hold fast 
the now-defunct notion that students pay $162.' 
solely forthe use of the athletic center. 
And to the impropriety and misfortune oft 
Student Government Association's excessive 
aggressl ve zeai to 
address anon-issue, 
I can add very little. 
Yet the atten-
tion-grabbing one-
liners and agenda-
laden number cook-
ing that has defined 
this most recent 
mishap have left in 
their wake a good 
deal of unanswered questions and misund( 
stood half-truths. 
The University's Master Plan is quite pos 
bly the mostculpable player in the game to bl 
someone or something for the rising student fe 
Here's why. 
Before the Master Plan, the student facil 
and activity fee (the $ 160-something fee to w 
everyone has been so often referring) was su 
dized in part by tuition money. That is, a port 
of every tuition dollar students paid went tow 
this fee, which finances the University Cen 
the Athletic Department, Rec sports and stud 
activities. 
Effectively, students were paying twice 
the service: once for every credit hour in w 
they enrolled and again for the fee expres 
designated for student activities. Neverthel 
this system gave the appearance of a relativ 
low student facility and activity fee. 
Along came the Master Plan and with 
number of costly new projects that could 
possibly be financed without some restructu 
of the current fiscal system. 
So, this forced the redirection of tui 
money which had helped keep the activity 
low. You see the problem. Now the same dep 
ments and organizations had to be financed 0 
through the fee itself and without the help! 
tuition money. ~ 
TIle solution? 
You guessed it. Reach for the sky and eml 
your pockets. Unfortunately, some three or fcl 
years down the road, most students remain eit 
unapprised of this situation or have forgo 
what they knew of it in the first place. Theref 
the dramatic disparity between services r 
dered and money collected shocks those 
unwittingly compare fees and services of 
years ago to current fees and services . 
What is often overlooked is that the 
increases were not applied to service upgra 
but were necessary to maintain existing servi 
left grossly underfunded by the redirectiOJ 
money to the Master Plan. 
In this context, we can not only predict 
the student facility and acti vity fee will rise n 
year by the established rate of inflation, but I 
can also rest assured that the services financed 
that fee will be financially unable to offer a 
significant, new services. 
Ironically, the one group that annually 
quests and regularly receives an increase abc 
the rate of inflation is the student body throu 
the Student Activity Fee Committee. 
Though the funds expressly . allocated 
student organizations are considerably 1m 
than, say, that which is designated to the F 
sports program, the very principle of the mal 
raises serious questions about the services t 
are being provided by nearly $400,000. 
It is important to ask ourselves and ( 
another if the University Program Board is p 
viding $75,000 worth of services. Similru 
whatmore can SGAaccomplish with its $45,CX 
IfSGA sincerely wants to effect some char 
in the fee structure, it might consider applyin~ 
zealot mentality to these and other questil 
when the Student AliocationBudgetCommit 
convenes next semester to disburse the loot. 
Most likely, we'll hear more and more r 
etitious banter and petulant whining about , 
evil nemesis, apathy. 
But talk is cheap even if student fees are I 
E-mail your comments tc 
current@jinx.umsl.ed 
Letters policy 
The Current welcomes letters to the edi-
tor. Letters should be brief and accompanied 
by your name, telephone and student num-
bers. The· Current reserves the right to edit 
letters for clarity and length; letters will not 
be published without the aforementioned in-
formation. Letters can be dropped off at or 
mailed to: 
The Current 
7940 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, Mo. 63121 
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coh:mn Studen.ts find answers to their midterm 
agenertcoffertng study questions at the Women's Center 
ly Jill Barrett 
eatures editor 
As I contemplate moving again 
'or the third time this year, I find 
nyself becoming nostalgic, not for 
my of my former apartments, but 
br my first car. It was a 1973 Chevy 
pal a that I bought for three hun-
red dollars when I was a senior in 
igh school, and 1 loved it more 
an some past boyfriends.l always 
am for that car when I move, 
ply because I could load every-
ing I owned into it. At the most, I 
d two loads. 
Yep, it was huge - bigger than 
y first apartment. When I first 
ent to college, I had to park in an 
ley, but that was really no prob-
. Sure, my passengers and I could 
ach out and touch the buildings on 
ther side. And yes, it made very 
ide turns. I had to back up and try 
ain countless times when I just 
uldn't make the turn. But my car 
as never visibly suffered when I 
raped a building or ran over some 
shcans. 
I loved that car most for its gar-
ntuan size. I already mentioned 
se in moving, but it had other 
vantages as well. I could stretch 
t completely in the back seat and 
casionally slept there during long 
ad trips . I had the right of way 
ady everywhere I drove. My car 
le those little Hondas and Escorts 
f breakfast , if given the chance. If 
dumpster was in my way in the 
ley - hey, a little nudge from my 
. took care of that. 
I learned to parallel park in that 
onster, and ironically, the size 
lped me in the long run. Okay, it 
as a little hazardous my first time. 
as visiting friends at school in 
icago, and I had to parallel park 
a busy street with limited space. 
o friends stood in the street to 
ave directions, and one stood in 
nt of the car, another behind me 
I wouldn't run into anything. 
'hat friend was always a bit more · 
ckless than was good for her, but 
e survived without a scratch.) It. 
)ok nearly forty minutes, but I did 
.' These days, no place is too small 
)r my little Civic . 
The car was powerful, too. The 
peedometer went up to 120 mph, 
nd the car went almost that fast. 
'he vinyl roof covering would fly 
ff in bits and pieces, and the car 
rould begin to shake violently 
round 100 mph. 
That was always quite an expe-
ence, barreling down the highway 
1 a vibrating freight car. I always 
~It I was in one of those bad pio-
eer movies.(You know, where the 
orses get spooked and take off 
lOning while the covered wagon 
ets tossed from side to side behind 
lem, throwing Ma, the only son 
ld a flock of chickens to their 
rltimely and melodramatic deaths.) 
I was lucky I never came to an 
nexpected downgrade . Imagine an 
Jject of that mass, moving at that 
~locity, and gravity to boot. AI-
lo ugh I missed physics class the 
ly we figured that one. out, I'm still 
'etty certain something interesting 
auld have happened . 
1'd still have the car, but it 
~aved one last sigh and died one 
lyon Clayton Road. Everything 
as just fine until smoke started 
)uring out from under the hood, 
id it just refused to go anymore. 
hinking this was just a phase, I 
lITiedly wrote "For Sale - As Is" 
J a piece of paper and went to call 
'r a tow. But it was too late. I had 
accept that this was the end. 
I pushed, pulled and dragged it 
to aFord dealership. The trade-in 
due was twice what I originally 
lid for it. Still, driving an Escort 
as a bitter blow. The old Impala 
auld have crushed it gleefully and 
ithout remorse . In the years to 
Ime, I could understand why . . 
by Kim Hudson 
news editor 
Students looking for answers on 
how to study for midterms found 
them at th e Counseling 
Department' s Study Skills Semi-
nar. 
The W omen's Center sponsored 
a discu ssion on study ski lls given 
by Bridgetle Jenkins, director of 
the counseling department. There, 
she gave exercises and tips on how 
. to study, take notes and prepare for 
classes. She started by passing out 
an icebreaker exercise. that had' a 
list of II ins tructi ons. The top of 
the page read , "Read all the instruc-
tions before you begin. " The II th 
item instructed s tudents to foll ow 
the first instruction and none of the 
others. Most of the students failed 
to follow the instructions correctly 
and completed all the items 0n the 
sheet. 
This highli ghted many students' 
failure to make their ass ignments 
easier by reading instructions first. 
With midterms approaching, test 
anxiety was al so addressed . One 
student spoke of increa_ed heart 
rate and nerv ousness while taking 
tes ts . 
"Learn to breathe," Jenkins said. 
"Somehow, we have gotten out of 
the habit of breathing deeply ." 
So he suggested visualizing 
getting air down into your toes when 
.you inhale then exhale as slowly as 
you can through your mouth . 
"You are not a slave to your 
mi nd," J en kins said. "If your 
thoughts are making you nuts , you 
can stop them too." 
But while these tips may help 
prevent nervous breakdowns in the 
The top three studying tips according to 
Bridgette Jenkings, director of Counseling 
Services: 
Bridgette Jenkins 
1. 
2. 
Breathe deeply. 
Use a tape recorder 
to tape lectures. 
3 S.it in the first five or 
.SIX rows. 
classroom , they will probably not 
help students who were having prob-
lems taking notes and preparing for 
class at the beginning of the semes-
ter. However, it is only the middle 
of the semester and, according to 
Jenkins, there are still some things 
that students can do to recover. 
One student who had problems 
concentrating. on the lecturer said 
she recorded lectures to compli-
ment her written notes and to en -
sure she received the whole lesson . 
"Sometimes I use a tape re-
corder and listen to [the lecture) 
again." she said. 
Jenkins said that this technique 
can help . However, others needed 
more help. 
"Some professors tend to go on 
and on, " another student said . 
"Sometimes we have problems writ-
ing the [professor's] whole idea 
down." 
Jenkins suggested that students 
write the lecture's mai n ideas down 
in shorter form then write any ex-
amples down under .that. 
"The problem is that people for-
get the most important thing first ," 
Jenkins said. 
To aid notetaking, she then sug-
. gested that stl.ldents sit in the firs t 
fi ve or six ro'~vs so they can hear 
softspoken professors better. n ·tu-
dents miss .any words they fe' l are 
important in their notes , th.ey houM 
then raise their ha nds and ask the 
professors to repeat them selves or 
see the professOI._· after class. 
The ne;>;;( issue students raised 
was textbook reading. 
MallY had problems both under-
s tandin.g the text material and get-
ting large amounts .of material read . 
Jenkills suggested that students be-
gin each semester by reading the 
text's preface . She sairl that this 
helps stude nts unde rs ta nd what 
mindset the author and the profes -
sor is in. 
She also suggested takin." no te.s 
on the reading assignmen ts a nd 
reading assigned chapters before 
the scheduled 'l ass discussions . 
This helps to make the text easier to 
understand and the lecture ea ie r to 
take notes on. 
The Counseling Department has 
a variety of staff a nd computer soft-
ware to he lp students with study 
ski1ls. 
. Call 516-5711 for more infor-
mation. 
--Big, hairy beasts roaIn FREE 'at Lon~ Elk Park-----" 
• 
Another feature 
on free things Where the Buffalo roam? 
to do in St. Louis 
by Sean Stockburger 
features; associate 
Lone Elk Park and Reserve pro-
vides the ideal afternoon getaway for 
the UM- St. Loui s student. In less 
than 30 minutes by car, you can be 
hiking along a peaceful trail that over-
looks a shimmering lake . The park ' s 
500 acres makes it too small to avoid 
contact with animals . If you go this 
Fall, just remember to keep a safe 
distance from the elk . . 
The park is divided into two main 
sections. The largest is the elk re-
serve where herds of elk and deer 
roam free. The other section of the 
park is the biso n reserve. It is en-
closed by a fence , and signs posted at 
the entrance warns visitors to stay in 
their cars. These bison, large animals 
with occasional hot tempers , have 
been known to damage cars. Visitors 
should avoid surprising or taunting 
them. 
Just inside the park 's entrance, a 
lookout tower offers visitors a pan-
oramic view of the main valley. South 
of the tower sits a 20-acre lake full of 
fish , turtles, ducks and Canadian 
geese. On the other side of this lake, 
the visitor center welcomes guests. It 
has been the home of a raptor reha-
bilitation program since 1986. 
.On most afternoons visitors will 
Bison relax at Lone Elk Park. 
find a small area with owls, hawks, 
vultures and other birds of prey. This 
rehabilitation program will soon have 
a permanent home at the Wild Bird 
Sanctuary under construction just 
north of Lone Elk Park. 
Visitors will likely see an elk on 
the grassy hill south of the visitor 
center. Fall is the rutting season when 
the young male elk battle the older 
s tags for mating rights. Sta.gs are very 
territorial this time of year, and the 
rangers post extra signs reminding 
visitors to keep their distance. Fe-
male elk and their young should be 
photo: Shelley Satke 
One of the many elk at Lone Elk Park stares down the camera. 
observed with the same caution . 
Where there is a herd, there is always 
a stag nearby, Even though these elk 
are not scared of people, visitors must 
remember they are still wifd animals. 
The White Buffalo Trail , east of 
the visitor's center, winds its way 
through the hills and around the lake . 
This denseliwooded trail takes hik-
ers through several areas where elk 
like to eat, sleep and ' spar. Visitors 
should also watch for wild turkeys 
and white-tailed deer. 
When leaving the park, guests 
should drive through th~ bison re-
serve. The steep hills offer the 
bison herd many places to hide, 
but they can usually be seen 
resting near the roadside at tbe 
top of the hill. Getting a close 
look at these magnificent beasts 
is a memorable ending to the 
L.one Elk experience. 
Lone Elk Park is one of sev-
eral wildlife conservation areas 
located off 1-44 just before Eu-
reka. All are part of a 2,400 acre 
forest along the Meramec Ri ver 
known as the Tyson Research 
Center. This area encompasses 
the Wild Canid Survival and 
Re.search Center (Wolf Sanctu- , 
ary) and the future site of the 
Wild Bird Sanctuary. Wash-
ington Univefsity owns the land, 
but each reserve is run indepen-
dently. 
Although primarily a 
breeding facility, the Wolf 
Sanctuary offers many educa-
tional opportunities for visitors. 
The most popular ofthese is the 
wolf howl. On scheduled eve-
nings from September through 
photo:Sean Stockburger 
Decemb!,!r, visitors attend a class to 
learn the different pitches of each 
species of wolf. After the class , if 
they are lucky, they will be treated to 
a chorus of Iiowling wolves. Due to 
the popUlarity of these events, visi-
tors must sign up for a wolf howl a 
month or more in advance. 
LoneElk Park and the WolfSanc-
tuary b6th opened in 1971 and were 
founded by the late Dr. Marlin Perkins 
and his wife Carol. Perkins was the 
director of the St. Louis Zoo and also 
hosted the Emmy award winning tele-
vision program Mutual of Omaha's 
Wild Kingdom. 
During World War II and the 
Korean War, Tyson Park was used 
for munitions storage. When the Ko-
. rean War began in 1950, the last 
herds of elk disappeared. By 1971, 
there was one adult elk left in the 
area. Perkins reintroduced elk and 
bison into the park with stock from 
the St. Louis Zoo and some animals 
from other zoos and parks across the 
country. 
The conservation areas are lo-
cated off 1-44, 20 miles west ·of St. 
Louis. To visit Lone Elk Park, take . 
the Valley ParR exit and turn right on 
Highway 141 . Before the bridge, turn 
right again to access Outer Road. 
Turn left and drive west for one mile. 
Follow the signs . It is free and open to 
the public everyday from 8 a.m. to 
one half hour after sunset. 
The Wild Canid Survival and 
Research Center is a 50 acre area 
isolated within the Washinton Uni-
versity Tyson Research Center off 
the Lewis Road exit. For information 
on scheduled events, or to reserve a 
group tour, call (314) 938-5900. 
The steep hills 
offer the bison 
herd many 
places to hide, 
but they can 
usually be 
seen resting 
near the 
roadside at the 
top of the hill. 
·Peruvian 
Regional/Native 
Costume Show 
-Designer: Rene 
Delgado Lobaton 
-Dresses worn by 
Ms. World an d 
Ms. Universe 
competitors 
• Peruvian 
Folkloric Dancers 
• Presentation of 
the Documentary 
and Exhib ition 
"T ourism, Art and 
treasures from 
Peru" 
-Presenter: Ruben 
Baldeon 
• Folkloric Dancing 
by Adopted 
Children from 
Peru 
-Director: Susan 
Hamilton 
• Plus Reception 
A Special Everling of Culttrral Experience 
\'()u will not want to millS. 
Presented by: 
Nu Peru and EI Ayllu 
-DATE: October 
26,1996 
- TIME: 7:00 p.m. 
-PLACE: UMSL-
University of 
Missouri at 
St. Louis 
J.e. Penney 
Auditorium 
8001 Natural 
Bridge Rd. St. 
'Louis, Missouri 
-TICKETS: 
$8 Students 
$12 in Advance 
$15 at Door 
For reservations 
and information 
call: 
314/664-4026 
or 
231-7378 
s 
It's Not Rocket Science. Just Show Up. 
To Washington $9.00* ·To Kansas City $19.50* 
Daily Departures from the Amtrak® Station at 550 S. 16th Street 
Fare includes Student discount 
A M T R A K' 
Call.your travel agent or call 
1-800-USA-RAIL 
• Fare shown is per person, each way based on round trip ticket purchase and is not good on certain blackoLIt dates. 
Fares and schedule subject to change withoLIt notice. Other restrictons may apply. 
Victor Manuel Juarez 
November 1974 Chulucanas, Piura-Peru 
I am not a ceramist but an artist. And that is why I 
agreed to write this introduction. 
Victor Manuel Juarez is a ceramist. He is 
. self-taught and comes from Chulucanas, that rich flow 
of artisans whose knowledge takes the form of piling 
up clay with skillful hands to convert it into expres-
sive and beautiful pieces that combine the language of 
ceramics with that of sculpture, using the traditional 
techniques of pre-Colombian civilizations, 
Only twenty years old, Juarez has already a 
full fiv~ years of experience, reflections and propos-
als, crafted with profound criteria, His figures impress 
you by their simplicity and richness, the virtually 
manual task combined with sure doses of creativity 
producing harmony. Visions in black on black, forms 
in movement, reminiscences of the Andes and mirages 
of the coast become a set of works, a symbiosis of form 
and depth translated into eloquent spaces surrounded 
by the noble texture of the material. Thus, the crafts-
man converts the crude clay into a clear image of sin-
gular beauty, 
Juarez in the difficult art of ceamios, that great 
tradition of Peru. 
I predict a great future for Victor Manuel 
, 
Eduardo MOLL 
Member of the International 
Association of Art Critics 
AlA, Paris-Francia 
Evening College (6:30 p.m. - 7:15 p.m.): 
Mini-Exhibit Oct. 15 of Ricardo Chaves and a Demonstra-
tion Oct. 17 by Victor Manual Juarez located on the ~ucas 
Halllo~by 3rd floor next to Koffee Klatch 
FREE refreshments. 
Co-sponsors: 
St. Peters Cultural Arts Center (3960 Mexico Rd., St. Peters), ISO (International Student Organi-
zation), SGA (Student Government Association), UPB (University Program Board, UM-St. Louis 
Office of Student Activities and OEO ~Office of Equal Opportunity). 
Oct. 23 event-- the Patio is located where the picnic benches are next to jC Penney bldg. and in front of the 
"Underground" cafeteria. In case of incle;nent weher, the scheduled demonstratiO'n will be moved to the 
University Center's lobby (between the computer store and the money machine). 
Alicia;<riedrichs, President of HISLA 
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Long Kiss opens new doors for 'fairer sex' 
by Michael J. Urness 
Jf The Current staH 
The new Renny Harlin film The 
long Kiss Goodnight is an action 
ldventure with a twist. With a female 
:Gena Davis) playing the powerful 
lead character, the muscle-bound, 
ales-only mold for such roles has 
een broken. 
The story is set in a medium-size 
own in the Northeast that is prepar-
g for the Christmas holiday. 
amantha Cain (Davis) is a suburban 
hool teacher with an 8-year-old 
aughter. Samantha has suffered from 
nesia since waking up on a beach 
. ght years ago. She was two months 
egnant at the time, and she was 
earing a key around her neck that 
d file marks on both sides. 
Following an automobile acci-
nt, telltale signs of her fanner life 
Charlie Baltimore, a deadly gov-
nment assassin, begin to appear. 
e way the director handles this 
erging personality is one of the 
m's highlights. 
Samantha, though happily mar-
d, active in the community and 
ved by all around her, is anxious to 
d out who she was and who the real 
ther of her child is. Over the years, 
e ' s employed a series of detectives 
help her, but the expense has be-
)me to great. Her current detective, 
itch Henessey (Samuel Jackson), 
a low-rent con man, divorced from 
s wife and struggling to maintain a 
lationship with his son. He and his 
sistant stumble on a lead that even-
ally reveals who the "amnesia 
ick" really is. 
After a convict in prison sees 
Samantha' s picture on TV, a series of 
events unfold that lead to Charlie 
emerging briefly and demonstrating 
the deadly skills she possesses. 
Samantha and Henessey take off on a 
road trip to further investigate the 
clues he's uncovered. 
Wbile on the trip, they learn all 
about her past as Charlie and, in the 
process, learn that those who had 
tried to kill her eight years earlier are 
planning a deadly terrorist attack. The 
bad guys find out Charlie isn't dead, 
and they begin hunting her down. 
The sexual content of the film, 
Davis in several wet T-shirt and un-
derwear scenes and in one tame 
shower scene, fail to warrant an "R" 
rating. However, the language more 
than makes one necessary. Muchofit 
consists of raunchy one-liners, but 
these bad most people at the screen-
ing in stitches. 
The biggest problem I have with 
this film is the special effects. Just as 
in Broken A rrow, Under Siege II and 
a host of others, many of the stunts 
and special effects will be insulting 
to all but the comic book crowd. How 
many people would not only survive 
being blown out of a third story win-
dow while strapped to a chair but also 
be able to jump up and continue fight-
ing too? In another sequence the stars 
outrun a fireball from a grenade ex-
plosion. 
Its almost two-hour length makes 
The Long Kiss Goodnight one of the 
longest films of the year. A few poorly 
produced computer effects and unbe-
lievable stunts aside, this was a very 
delightful film, an action-packed ad-
venture with many interesting and 
entertaining twis·ts. 
Gena Davis (Samantha Caine) and Samuel L. Jackson (Mitch Hennessey) star in New Line 
Cinema's action-thriller, The Long Kiss Goodnight. 
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Ask Fredrico 
by Michael Strantz 
of The Current staff / 
MICHAEL BOLTON 
CONCERT vs NO SEX 
Dear Fredrico: My girlfriend in-
sists that I go to a Michael Bolton 
concert with her. That's got to be 
the lamest thing I could ever think 
of doing. I'd rather stay at home 
and read your column. I hate that 
freak! She insists that if I don't go 
with her she will abstain from hav-
ing sex with me for 3 months. 
Fredrico I beg of you, in all of your 
wisdom do you see any way out of 
this dilemma? BRUCE 
I don't understand. Fredrico is a 
very big supporter of Michael 
Bolton. He is a very sweet and 
tender singer. 
Dear Fredrico: I was wondering 
which hair mouse provided more 
controL Would it be the max con-
trol or the extra super control? 
SIGN ME ON THE VERGE OF 
A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN 
I'm afraid that I'm not qualified to 
answer your pressing question be-
cause I am completely bald. 
Dear Fredrico: My names is Hans 
Weiman, you probably recognize 
me from theMen's Hair Club com-
mercials. I just wanted to let you 
know that I was once in your shoes. 
Before I lost all of my hair I was 
happy. I had friends and a loving 
family. I was an award winning 
salesman, but as Ilostmy hair! also 
lost my ability to sell and every-
thing else that was important in my 
life. 
I spent the majority of the next few 
years alone in the dark confines of 
my basement. I felt so alone and 
. ugly that I was forCEd to remove 
all mirrors or anything else that 
would show my hideous, mon-
strous reflection. But that was way 
back then. Now things couldn ' t be 
any better because I now have a 
luscious bouffant of my own I 
Fredrico my dear friend, there is 
no longer any reason to feel the 
pain that baldness cr'eates. Please 
don't .. vait any longer. I urge you 
to call and make an appointment 
today! God knows you· ve helped 
me in the past, now I just want to 
return the favor. HANS 
Thanks for scaring the he1l0ut of 
everyone, you freak! 
Dear Fredrico: This IS your 
mother. Your embarrassing the 
whole family with this idiotic col-
umn. When in God's name are you 
going to clean your darn room? 
MOM 
Not now Ma. Why don't you just 
get off my back. I'm tired of it, and 
I'm tired of your cooking too. 
Dear Fredrico: We just had the 
first presidential debates, andl was 
wondering who you thought was 
the master debat.:r, Bill Clinton or 
Bob Dole? BETHANIE 
Fredrico sees through your asi-
nine alt.::mpt at humor and doesn't 
find it the least bit amusing. 
GEM FOR THE DAY: Do /lot 
put all ofyoltr eggs in one basket 
Fredrico once put all his eggs in a 
single basket one day and th n he 
misplaced that basket. After that, 
poor Fredrico had no eggs . 
pike Le.e's film Get On The Bus immortalizes Million Man March 
ee docum.ents how lives of 12 ll1en . 
ere touched drall1atically by ll1arch 
Man March made 
tory,; Spike Lee made a classic. 
e's new movie about the march 
et on the Bus is about what viewers 
ve corne to expect from Spike Lee, 
ood acting, a complex screenplay 
nd a message Lee drives home. 
Get on the Bus tells the story of 12 
len who left for the Million Man 
1arch as strangers and returned as 
iends. The journey Lee documents 
; not from L.A. to Washington, but 
le inner journ~y of the cast as they 
xamine their lives and what the 
larch means to them. 
In the hands of an0ther director, 
lis movie would run the risk of be-
oming trite and clichect ;just another 
)ad-trip movie complete with bond-
ing and inner discovery. Lee does not 
take the easy way out-his charac-
ters are complex and the interactions 
among the 12 men are not formulaic. 
Lee never allows his characters to 
... a typical Spike Lee 
film-typical if you 
expect his films to be 
thought-provoking, 
in tense and weI/-
made. 
become predictable or stereotypical. 
The acting by the cast adds di- . 
mension to the film as welL Charles 
S. Dutton as George, the bus driver, 
complements Flip's character, the 
------------------------------Rap 
louse of Pain-
·ruth Crushed to Earth Shall Rise 
,gain 
rommy Boy) 
Even though this album is no 
,here near the quality of the group's 
olf-titled debut album, it is a decent 
ffort. 
House of Pain burst into themain-
:ream in 1991 with the huge hjt 
TumpAround."Two years later, they 
:Ieased their gold selling second CD 
arne As It Ever Was. Both album's 
ad catchy, loopy beats that make the 
roup's third release Truth Crushed 
) Earth Shall Rise Again seem me-
iocre at best. 
gone from a smooth and quick style 
to being bard-edged and slow. Only 
his great free flowing lyrics save him 
from becoming just another rapper. 
The worst part of Everlast's new 
style is that it also changes the way 
that back-up MC "Danny Boy" 
O'Conner flows . On the first two 
discs, it was Danny Boy's job to do 
the . hard edged lyrics. This album 
squelches his talent. 
The album does have its bright 
spots though. "Fed Up" the original 
and the remix are excellent. On the 
remix guest MC Guru combines with 
Everlast to make a most" enjoyable 
song. 
"Pass the Jinn" and "Earthquake" 
are two of the best songs on the disc. 
DJ Lethal, the third member of HOP, 
puts together killer beats to back up 
these tracks. 
out-of work actor (played with caus-
tic intensity by Andre Braugher). 
The movie is a typical Spike Lee 
film-typical if you expect his films 
to be thought-provoking, intense and 
well-made. The flaws of the movie 
are also similar to past Spike Lee 
films. The characters are too wordy 
for a film. Although all movies do not 
need to be action-packed, overblown 
Stallone films , Lee's characters could 
stop sermonizing at times. 
Subtlety has never been Lee's 
sty Ie, and, if his film had a flaw, that 
would be it. Lee's films would be 
brilliant if he did not try to pound his 
points home, but instead used nu-
ances to make his statements. Get on 
the Bus suffers from a lack of subtlety. 
In any event, the movie is an 
interesting journey, one you might 
(front row, I. to r.) Andre Baugher, Hill Harper, Hosea Brown Ill, DeAundre Bonds, Charles Dutton, 
Steve White, (back row) Gabriel Casseus, Thomas Jefferson B.yrd, Ossie Davis, Isaiah Washing-
ton, Roger Guenveur Smith, Harry Lennix and Bernie Mac star in adventure G.et On The Bus. 
--~~--------------~---------Pop 
Sussana HOffS-Self-titled 
(London Recordings) 
You remember the Bangles, don't 
you? Of course you do; They were 
that novel, all-girl band with the hit 
song, "Manic Monday," written by 
the artist fonnerly known as Prince. 
I'm sure you're wondering, "What-
. ever happened to that sexy lead singer, 
Sussana Hoffs, who co-starred in the 
, 80s movie, Satisfaction, with J usti ne 
Bateman?" After the breakup of the 
Bangles, a debut solo CD and a five-
year hiatus, she is making a strong 
return to the music scene with the 
release of her self-titled CD. 
Why the five-year hiatus from 
her last CD? 
do." 
Her approach towards making her 
new CD was much different. 
"My only goal was to make some-
thing that I could really be comfort-
able with, something that didn't feel 
false to me, and I think we achievep 
that," she said. 
After five years, Hoffs ' efforts 
have proved worth the wait. 
The 12 original songs . and two 
bonus tracks sound as simple and 
sweet as a lullaby. Hoffs uses un-
ruffled melodies in the same manner 
impressionist painter Monet applied 
color to paintings t6 make any sub-
ject sensually pleasant. 
The soog "Weak with Love," is 
an example of this. Here, Hoffs sings 
about the death of John Lennon in a 
pallet of melodies ~hat prompts the 
listener forget the brutal, bloody de-
tails of the murdyr and slip away to 
somewhere peaceful. "Happy Place," 
.written in reaction to a friends' ner-
vous breakdown, creates a similar 
impression, slightly saddening but 
far from despair. 
On the new disc the group went 
ack to their roots. With harder, 
leaner bealS, House of Pain has taken 
leir style to the streets. They need to 
o back to what made them great. It 
ertainly isn't this style. Lead MC 
:rik "Everlast" Schrody's vocals have 
While not their best work, it re-
mains an acceptable effort. 
(Ken Dunkin) House of Pain 
"In a certain way it was an ex-
ample of learni ng what I didn't want 
to do .... ," Hoffs says of making that 
first solo CD. "I was feeling a lot of 
pressure to get something out there, 
and there were these overwhelming 
expectations about how commercial 
it should be. My own sense of who I 
was and what I wanted to do kind of 
got lost. I was ignoring my instincts, 
which is the worst thing an .artist can see Reviews, page 6 
Page 6 
Reviews, from page 5 
I 
Hoffs" music has never been 
freaky, funky , hard"core, wild or . 
bleak. It is the same type of happy-
go-lucky pop that crowded the air-
waves when the Bangles were big. 
Some people are nauseated by upbeat 
pop music. But then again , some 
people long for the days when self-
flogging and the Spanish Inquisition 
were hip. 
As for myself, I like pop music 
and find Susanna Hoffs' CD refresh-
ing amidst a dark age of radio . 
(Christopher L. Messina) 
--------------------------- Bluegrass 
Special Consensus-
Strong Enough To Bend 
(Pinecastie Records) 
Special Consensus, the Windy 
City bluegrass foursome has recently 
released a new CD aptly titled Strong 
EnOl/gh To Bend. The title was obvi-
ously chosen to reflect the major 
changes that the past year and a half 
have brought the band. 
In the spring of 1995 Special 
Consensus lost its mandolin player 
and within a few months lost its gui-
tarist and bassist too. The new CD 
features original member Greg Cahill 
on banjo and vocals along with new 
members Dianna Phillips , bass and 
vocals; Colby Maddox, mandolin and 
vocals ~ and Bobby Burns, guitar and 
vocals. Fiddle player Aubrey Haynie 
appears as a special guest. 
_ The band's new sound is clearly 
defined with the first song, "Candy 
Mountain," a hard-driving' number 
where the ' musical ability of each 
member is demonstrated. The second 
track, "Gonna Walk That Line," gives 
listeners a taste of how the band can 
harmonize vocally. Phillip's strong 
vocals are featured in the next two 
numbers "I Wonder" and "Outhound 
Plane." 
While the band experiments a 
little bit on songs like "The Devil 
Ain't Lazy" and "A Penny For Your 
Thoughts," they aren't out there far 
enough to warrant a tag of progres-
sive. Maddox and Phillips, ho wever, 
sound like they could really get out 
there (in a good way) if the reins were 
ever dropped. 
I liked this CD. However. unless 
my player is wrong , it lasts for only 
36 minutes. And ifI'vesaid it on e, .. 
any CD under 50 minutes in length 
should sell for half price. 
(Michael J. Urness) 
--~--------~-----------------Country 
The Cox Family-
Just When We're Thinking It's 
Over 
Every now and then, talent 
emerges from the backroads of 
America with a new sound, a sound 
destined to make an impression on 
the music world. In its debut perfor- -
mance on the Asylum label, the Cox 
Family commands just such a poten-
tial for greatness. 
Just When We're Thinking It 's 
Over showcases the versatile abili-
ties of every member of the four-
some. Each sings lead and harmony, 
switching between roles as different 
songs demand. 
The Cox sisters, Suzanne and 
Evelyn, masterfully blend their voices 
to create many of the album's high 
points ,including the opening track, 
"I Feel the Blues Moving In" and 
"Love of a Lifetime." Suzanne and 
Sidney come together in a similarly 
sublime harmony in "Nothing Else I 
Can Do," a song they co-wrote .. 
Just When We're Thinking It's 
Over incorporates original music 
with the work of ma~y songwriters, 
including: Kostas, Lee Roy Parnell , 
Larry Gatlin, Dave Loggins, Del 
McCoury, Del Shannon and Hank 
Williams Sr., along with Motown's 
Barrett Strong and Norman 
Whitefield. 
Song remakes often seem unable 
to approach originals in quality. The 
Cox Family, however, deviates from 
the norm in this respect. Cox rendi-
tions of Del Shannon 's "Runaway" 
and Hank Williams ' "I Just Don't 
Like This Kind of Living" sound like 
band originals. 
The group combines the country 
music style ofthree decades ago with 
rock and bluegrass influences, creat-
ing music with a fresh flair. 
Willard Cox wants his family's 
sound to encompass the best of the 
Louisiana Hayride, a show popular 
while they lived in Cotton Valley, 
La. , outside Shreveport. At the time, 
Willard worked on oil rigs. The fam-
ily has come a long way , having al-
ready won Grammy Awards in 1994 
and 1995, as well as the Big Easy 
Entertainment A ward. Their newest 
release sets them well on the road to 
another. 
(Wendy Verhoff) 
--------------------------Afternative 
Skold-Self-titled 
(RCA) 
Skold, who was born and raised 
in Sweden, has moved to L. A. to do 
his thing. His CD, a medley of indus-
trial, rock, metal and dance, has un-
dergone several stages of transfor-
mation before reaching so-called 
"perfection. " 
Scold's new CD is a mixture of 
destructive energy and anger. As I 
listened to it I kept thinking, "He's 
angry, very angry. Ijust wish I knew 
why?" But, oddly enough, it's very 
funky . It's got a true dance beat. 
Skold has a very grungy voice, 
very low and sadistic; yet it manages 
to be seductive, somewhat like Trent 
Rewor's. The entire CD sounds like 
something you'd hear in an under-
ground club,like yournightsee some-
one dancing in a cage at any moment. 
It could pass ery well as the 
soundtrack for "The Crow." It makes 
me think of leather and whips, torture 
and bondage. 
If you like slam dancing and do-
ing bodily harm to yourself in a mosh 
pit, this could be just the CD for you. 
It makes me think of explosions 
of energy , seductive anger and mel-
ancholy rolled into one. 
The three songs I like the best are: 
"Neverland," "Dust to Dust" and 
"Anything." All three songs are 
equally cool dan'ce tunes. They don't 
make you want to dance like you 
would to an R&B song, but they 
make you feel like you have to do 
something, headbanging or whatever. 
I think this is a good CD to listen 
to if you're mad and need to release 
your anger. The third song, 
"P.A.M.F.," is really different. It will 
either make you act crazy and hype or 
laugh until your side hurts. It' s very 
demolition-like with no point to it. 
Fortunately, a few other songs are 
more subdued. 
If you crave extreme amounts of 
emotional conflict and sadis tic 
moodswings. Skold is the perfect CD 
for you . 
(Nola R. Mahone) 
October 14, 1996 
The Cox Family (from I. to r.) Suzanne, Evelyn, Sidney & Willard . 
Recognized Student Organizations 
Plan to · Attend 
1996/97 Student Activities Workshop 
The following topics will be covered: 
Student Organization Survival (SOS) Book 
Planning a Program 
Funds: How to SPEND this year and 
APPLY next year 
Question and answer period with former 
Student Activity Budget Committee members 
Get your organization's E-Mail account and 
PASSWORD!!!!!! 
Tuesday, October 22,1996 
2:00 p .m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Room 78 J.e. Penney 
Please Note!!! If you attend this workshop, 
you will not be required to attend the 
November Budget Preparation 
Training Sessions. 
Questions: Contact Karen at X5291. 
Beautiful Nails For HOMECOMING! P R 1:,,\ C I P L E S of sou NOR E T IRE 1\1 EN TIN V EST I N G 
Complete Professional Nail Care For Ladies & Gentlemen 
• Sculpture Nails • Nail Design . ~~<v '?:>.~..,. 
• FiII .. ln • Manicure ~~~~~ 
• Silk Wraps • Pedicure ,;. ~" 
• Tip Overlays • Nail Arts I ~ 
Ask About Student Specials! 
8935 Natural Bridge Rd. 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
Bel-Acre Shopping Ctr. 
(170 & Natural Bridge Rd.) 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
M an-Sat - 9 a.m,-9 p.m. 
Sun - 11 a.m.-6 p.m, 
(314) 423-0023 
********************************~ 
* * ~ *' ~ T H £ 0 ~~ C £ 1 N ~ 
ic B lAC?:.ti3.W HIT £ * 
~ glngiss® ~ , 
iC FORMALWEAR "'--~ ~ * ~ t is having a ~ j 
t HOMECOMING SPECIAL ~ l 
~ *' ~ 
" iC '$39.95 for all Gingiss Custom Collection Tuxedos * : 
iC And the Alexander Julian Tuxedo Lines *' j 
~ prices are good lor thi3 1996 Homecoming only * ~ 
~ in stock tuxedos only *' ~ iC not good with any other offer *f 
• *'~ 
' . *,f 
• Gingiss Formalwear ~ 1 
, • 12 Convenient Locations * j ~ 291-1777 ~ ! 
-,-, -
IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOI{S 
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
Ca n 'l a fford to save for retirem e nt'l The tru th is. you can 't affor'd not to. 
N o t 'when you realize that your retirement 
can last 20 to 30 .veal's or more. You' ll w anl 
to live at leas t as co mfortably then as y ou 
do now. A nd that takes plann ing. 
B.Y s ta rtin g to save no\\', y ou can take 
advantage of tax defe rral and gi" e you r 
money time to compound and grow. 
Consider this: Set aside just S 100 ea'c h 
month beginning a t age 30 an d you can 
accumulate over $q2 ,109* by the time 
you reach age 65. But wait ten yea rs and 
you'll have to budget $219 each mon th 
to reach the same goal. 
EYen ifyou're not counting the ye ars to 
reti reme nt. y ou ca n count on TIAA·CREF 
to help you build the fu t ure you deserve-
\\'it-h Hexible retireme n t and tax-d e fe rred 
annuit:.y pla ns , a di\'erse portfo lio o r im'est-
men t choices, a nd a record or p ersonal 
service that spans 75 vea l'S. 
Over 1.8 million' p~~ple in ed ucati on and 
,'esearch put TLA /\-CREF at th e top of 
th eir list for retirement plan ning . \Vh." nor 
join them? 
Call today and learn how si mple it is 
to build a secure tomorrow ",hen you -
have time and T1AA-CREF worklng on 
your side . 
Sta1't planning Y Oll1' future. Call our Enrollment Hotlinc at 1 800842-2888. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."" ~ *; , 
*************~******.************* U ~=~=A=~=~=.="=W=_='=' '=.=4=;=~=~~~~=~=T=H=~&='=~=m=~=~=n=~=~='T=~=~ r=d=" =~ 1=W~'=~=~=~=~=.=' ~=' /=_="=~=~=~=~=1=~=~=m=M=~=~=~=w=" =~6=0=~=' r=~="= .. =~~ 1"'.. I rr.'t~u·( ·'1'01 (l~'/J~fYIJ I lY.'ull. •. CkF.l'I','rl ifir,1f(',· II I )' J,:.lri/.({/{"d Ir,lI TI,4A~t'RF.F 11IIIiI'J-I )wd ,II,rllwJilrtl i' )/"'/ SI'J"I '/I't',. 
October 14, 1996 
by Brian Folsom 
sports associate 
Saturday, Sept. 28 was 
"Ozzie Smith Day" at Busch 
Stadium. I was there to wit-
ness this historic day, and it 
really was overwhelming as 
over 50,000 fans turned out to 
give their farewell to the great-
est shortstop of all time. 
Smith deserves every bit 
of praise he received. Many 
famous people made it a point 
to be on hand. They talked 
about their ex.periences with 
The Wizard and how he has 
influenced them. Cardinal leg-
ends like Whitey Herzog, Bob 
Gibson, Lou Brock, Red 
Shoendienst and Stan Musial 
all attended Ozzie's special 
day, and it was great to see 
them. 
When Ozzie stepped to the 
podium, he received a well 
deserved stand ing ovation 
from the crowd. In fact, it 
seemed like he got a standing 
ovation every time he com-
pleted a sentence. It will be a 
long time. before we see some-
thing like this agai n in St. 
Louis. Smith said that "being 
here with 50,000 of my closest 
friends is my greatest memory 
in my 19-year career." 
It just won't sound right 
'next ye.ar when Ozzie's name 
isn't on the Cardinal roster. 
He will surely be missed. Ev-
ery Cardinal fan in St. Louis 
has some special memory of 
Ozzie since he came over from 
the San Diego Padres before 
the 1982 season. One thing is 
for sure: Royce Clayton is a 
very good shortstop, but he 
will never be as good as Oziie 
was in his prime. 
While plenty offans tumed 
out for the final three games at 
Busch Stadium, where was ev-
eryone in the middle of the 
season~ It's understandable 
that the fans want to see a 
winner on the field, and the 
strike hasn 't helped baseball 
either. But now it seems that 
everyone who didn't care 
about baseball or the Cardi-
nals before has become a fan . 
At the beginning of the sea-
son, people said that the Car-
dinals stunk, and how going to 
a baseball game was boring. 
1'm not including everyone, 
but a lot of fans out there 
watching the Cardinals just 
because they made it to 
postseason. 
No matter who you are, it 
is hard not to be a fan of Car-
dinal rightfielder Brian Jor-
dan. It is a real crime that he 
did not win a Gold Glove this 
year. Jordan only committed 
two errors. Among the three 
outfielders who wo n, only 
Marquis Grissom, with one er-
ror, committed fewer errors 
than Jordan did. BaITY Bonds 
committed seven errors, and 
Steve Finley had six errors. 
Jordan summed it up , saying, 
"I can't play any better de-
fense than I played this year." 
The NFL season is ap-
proaching the halfway point, 
and I have been to two Rams 
games at the Trans \Vorld 
Dome. I was there fo r the home 
opener when tb e Rams de-
feated the Bengals. Since then, 
things have just fellan apart. I 
we nt to the Rams-4gers game ' 
on Oct. 6 when the Rams were 
embarrassed 28-11 . Unless the 
Rams can turn things around 
quickly, it could be a long win-
ter. 
SPORTS EfJ." " " +. : ." t_ .f.~®.f ... .. •.. : .. .. .. . .. 
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idnight Mad ess strikes tonight 
Basketball takes two 
days to celebrate 
by Ken Dunkin 
sports editor 
Midnight Madness will strike the 
campus of UM-St. Louis today and 
tommorow night as the basketball 
teams begin practicing. 
The Riverv%men will begin their 
season tonight when at 12:01 a.m. at the 
Mark Twain Center. The men will begin 
Tuesday night at 9 p.m. when they will 
kick off their season with the help of the 
United Program Board. There will be a 
celebration to the season opening. 
NCAA regulations prohibit teams 
from practicing before Oct. 15 at 12:01 
a.m. It would possibly get them on 
probation if they broke the rule. 
Riverwomen head coach Jim Coen 
said the kickoff celebration was the 
team's idea. 
"This is something the girls wanted 
to do," Co en said. "Rest assured, every 
other night of the year I'm asleep be-
fore midnight." 
The event started when the teams ' 
came up with the idea to have a mid-
night practice. 
"The girls came in the middle of 
September and wanted to practice at 
midnight," Coen said. 
From there the ball started rolling. 
The University Programing Board got 
involved and put the backing to the 
event. 
UPB has made the event part of its 
Homecoming festivities. The event 
will start off a week full of activities . 
The UPB part of Midnight Mad-
. ness will begin at 9 p.m. They will 
bring in several DJ.'s and two hip-hop 
groups. Just Uz and Soul N Me will be 
performing at the pre-practice party. 
The Ri verettes and the Dance team will 
be doing routines at the event Tuesday 
night. UP.B was also working to get 
food for the event, but it couldn't con-
firm that there would be food as of 
HRest assured, every 
other night of the 
year I'm in bed by 
midnight." 
-Riverwomen coach 
Jim eoen 
press time. 
"This was an opportunity to get 
me.n's basketball and the soccer teams 
involved in the homecoming events," 
said UPB member Angela Hornaday. 
The soccer teams will play Satur-
day at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. as part of 
Homecoming week. 
"It gives us something to celebrate 
and an excuse to have fun," Hornaday 
said . "Any time yo u can have fun it is 
worthy." 
Despite the the late start, the pro-
jected turn-out is very high, Hornaday 
said . 
"We're hoping between 100 and 
ISO people will tum out," Hornaday 
said. "We reali ze that is it very late, but 
we are hoping many res idential stu-
dents will tum out." 
If the event is a success, Coen said 
that it could become an annual attrac-
tion. 
"Who know's? If this' works out, 
then next year we may have a scrim-
mage," Coen said. 
Both events will be open to the 
public. Monday the women are ex-
pected to finish around 2 p.m. 
Mid-way through season, men still optimistic 
by Brian Folsom 
sports associate 
Wi th eight games remai ning, the 
UM-St. Louis Men's soccer team 
wants to step up their playa notch to 
gain a conference championship and 
reach postseason. 
According to head coach Tom 
Redmond , the Rivermen's chances 
of winning the conference are as 
good as anyone's. The Rivermen(5-
4-2 overall, 2-1-1 in conference) 
are scheduled to travel to Louis-
ville, Ky., Oct. 12-13 to play Ken-
tucky Wesleyan and Bellarmine. 
"Those teams are tough, but they 
are very winnable games for us," 
Redmond said. "I like our chances." 
Redmond said he is p leased with 
the way the team has played so fa r 
this season, but he said the games o n 
Oct. 5-6 against Oakland and 
Gannon were disappoint ing . The 
Rivermen lost to seventh ranked 
Oakland 3-2, and tied th ird ran k d 
Gannonn 2 -2. A c ordi ng to 
Redmond, the players f It as thougb 
they should have won at leas t one of 
the games. 
"The guys were confident an d 
optimistic heading in to th at week-
end, but things didn't work out ," 
Redmond said. "We were di sap-
pointed and frustrated becau e the 
games were wi thin our grasp , and 
wejust couldn ' t take advan tage ." 
The Rivermen have bee n 
hobbled by a few nagging injuries. 
but he said that everyone will be 
re ady to play on Oct. 12. Redmond 
noted that junior defender Ken 
Henry has a sore back, defender 
Dave Briner is moving better after a 
sho ulder injury, and defender c.J. 
Eckrich is progressing after suffer -
ing a foot injury. 
"I don't see why those guys 
won't be ready to go Saturday," 
Redmond said. 
While Redmond believes it has 
been a total team effort this season, 
several players have played excep-
tionally well. He noted that fresh-
man midfielder Scott Luczak has 
played like a veteran. 
"Scott is a tough, composed 
player," Redmond said , "He is a 
hard worker who is extremely ma-
ture for a freshman." 
With four goals Luczak is sec-
ond only to Jason Aft , and he leads 
the team with three assists. 
Redmond said the play of goal-
keeper Mark Lynn has also been 
invaluable. 
"He has kept us in every game," 
he said . "He has been outstand-
ing,') 
Lynn has recorded four shut-
out s and his goals-against-
average(GAA) is 1.03 . 
Redmond also commended the 
p lay of Briner and midfielder Joe 
Fi ch. 
"Tho c guys have been very 
solid and tough," he said. "Every-
one on this team has contributed in 
one way or another." 
A cord ing to Redmond, the 
team still needs to focus on finish-
ing off plays and pUlling the ball in 
the net. 
"We haven't capitalized on our 
chances," he said. "I am confident, 
however, that this will change be-
cause we have been working ex-
tremely hard in practice." 
Redmond has coached many. 
teams, but he said th at this one is 
special. 
"We have brought in manynew 
players in order to build for the 
fu ture," Redmond said. "Everyone 
has a great attitude, and they work 
hard to succeed." 
photo: Ken Dunkin 
Freshman Derick Kaspar fights for the ball in a game earlier this season. The Rivermen will play 
Saturday at 1 p.m. against Wisconsin-Parkside. The game is part of Homecoming week. 
Hudson speaks out about loss Rivermen tennis 
by Ken Dunkin 
sports editor 
Riverwomen head coach Ken 
Hudson was not happy with his team' s 
2-0 loss against SIU-Edwardsville last 
Wednesday. 
"I thought we were bad," Hudson 
said. "The first hal f we had some 
chances. We limited their chances. The 
only good shot they had was the goal. 
The second half I thought we would 
come out strong, we didn ' t do any-
thi ng." 
The Riverwomen managed eight 
shots in the game. In the second half 
they had only two shots. The team's 
leading scorer Carrie Marino didn't get 
a shot and its second leadi ng scorer Beth 
Emst only had two . 
"We had no one offensi vely sboot-
ing the ball," Hudson said. "Uyou want 
to win games you have to score goals. 
To score goals you b:we to take shots. 
We only took eight shots. That isn't 
putting the percentages on your side: ' 
Scoring isn't something the tearn 
has a problem wi th. Marino has 11 goals 
and the team has been scoring with 
consistency. Hudson said he knows 
wha t the problem against SIU-
Edwardsvile was. 
"We held Dnto the ball too long," he 
said. "Carrie and Marcie (Scheske) held 
on to the ball to long, the same could be 
said for al most everyone. It hurts even 
more that they had quick backs." 
SlU-Edwardsvil le took only two 
quality shots in the game. Both were 
Team unloads Saturday 
After Head Coach Ken Hudson 
stressed for the team to take shots it 
pelted Kentucky Wesleyan with 31 
of them last Saturday. 
The team found its scoring 
t~uch as it lit up the opposition 6-0. 
Jamie Snider scored three goals on 
as many shots. Marcie Sheske, Beth 
Ernst and Tammi Madden each 
'cored a goal. Five different players 
added assist in the rout. 
converted to goals. On the first goal , 
Jennifer Ftie.dricks broke the River-
women defense and shot high on goalie 
Amy Abemathy for the goal. On the 
second the ball was knocked down in 
front of the Riverwomen goal and an 
Edwardsville player shot it in. 
"/ thought we were 
bad. " 
-Riverwomen head 
coach Ken Hudson 
• "I can't fault Amy on either goal," 
Hudson said. "The first was a beck of a 
hi t. The second should have been 
cleared out of the backfield." 
The first goal was typical of the 
Ri verwomen's problems. Back Shan-
non Humphrey was covering 
Friedricks. Humphrey slipped on the 
The team put shot after shot on 
goal. Eight of the teams ten starter 
had at least one shot on goal. 
Hudson put freshman 
goaltender Samantha Grasshof in, 
and she earned her 3.5 shut-out of 
the season. She also made three 
saves. 
The Ri verwomen, currently 
ranked 20 in the nation pushed 
their record to 9-5 overall. 
grass at midfield and Friedricks had a 
clear path to the goal. 
"I think if Shannon doesn't slip she 
doesn't get the opportunity to score," 
Hudson said. "No one was there to help 
her when she slipped everyone else 
was chas ing back. Shannon played a 
good game." 
The team also took a huge blow 
when stopper Lori Luedekke injured 
her knee. She is expected to miss sev-
eral games. 
"She's sore," Hudson said. " I hate 
to see her get beat up because she is one 
of the few players that is playing well ." 
Hudson wa~ upset about the game 
even though the Ri verwomen were de-
feated by the third ranked team in the 
nation. 
"I thou ght we were as good as 
they were," Hudson said. "They 
were good but I'll take my chances 
against them any day of the week." 
ends fall season with 
a bright outlook 
by Brian Folsom 
sports associate 
The UM-St. Louis tennis team 
recently completed their fa ll 
schedule and gained confidence 
and maturity which will be benefi-
cial when the spring season arrives. 
The matches in the fall are 
scheduled to afford the teams good 
oppertuni ty to examine their own 
stre.nghts and weaknesses. This 
season, the Rivermen played their' 
first match on Sept. 14 agai nst 
Jefferson Community College. 
The team then played in the Mid-
west Regional Tournament in In-
dianapo lis, against "some of the 
best players in oUrregion," accord-
ing to head coach Rick Gyllen borg . 
The Rivermen a lso partici-
pated in a doubles tournament at 
Truman State University . After 
competing against Webster Uni-
versity and Western Illinois Un i-
versity, the te am played its final 
match against St. Louis University 
on Oct. 8. 
Accordi ng to Gy ll e nborg, 
everone played well. 
"They were outstanding," he 
said . "We had some tough compe-
tition, and the guys played tough." 
Gyllenborg added that these 
matches were a chance to discover 
the level of competition that they 
achieve . 
"I tb ink we proved a lot to 
ourselves," Gyllenborg said. "We 
learned that we could compete at a 
high level, because most of the 
schools we played were either Di-
vision I or high ranked Division 
II. " 
The freshmen especially im-
pressed Gyllenborg. 
"They have seen the college 
level , and they have improved and 
realized they can compete ," he 
said. "We sti ll have a long way to 
go, but this team has heart, so I 
know they wi ll work hard in order 
to succeed." 
Gyllenborg said the team will 
be ready for the spring season. 
"We'll be ready when prac-
tic es start in January," he said . 
"The guys will come back strong 
and with much confidence." 
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See where 
Mic 
nets out when he makes a statement. 
Bass Pr o 
S hop s ... ........ . .... $29 
* 
----. . . ~ ... ' . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 
NORTH 
IR EST $151 INES ... ~ ......... . 
ATM 
. . . -. 
. . 
Apply for the Discover® Card and . 
make a statement of your own. . 
Call 1-800-IT PAYS TO. 
it pays to 
.)ctober 14,1996 
ndividuals, Student Organization and HANNEGAN'S Restaurant is seeking 
;mall Groups to Promote SPRING . experienced, energetic, responsible 
~REAK lRIPS. Earn MONEY and ' people for the following positions: 
:REE TRIPS. CALL THE Day/Evening Servers; Bartender, 
~A TION' S LEADER, INTER- - Part-time Day Host/Hostess. We pro-
:AMPUS PROGRAMS http:// yide a professional working environ-
vww,icpt.com 1-800-327 -60 13 ment' great pay and flexible schedules. 
'* Attention Young Entrepreneurs* * 
vIake a lot of money in a short amount 
)f time without interfering with your 
.tudies: Complete training and support 
lrovided. Call now 962-1010 
vlVP Cellular is looking for full and 
)art-time sales people. No experience 
lecessary. Call Richard at 837 -7776 if 
nterested. 
Apply in person, 719 North Second 
S tree!., Laclede's Landing or Cal:l Mark 
241-8877. 
Surf the web and get paid! 
Entry-level position in exciting 
Internet industry. Join a fast growing 
company FI/PT. Looking for Market-
ing, PR,Joumalism or Intemetenthusi-
asts . Email resumetojob@wgj.com. 
or Fax: 209-1126. 
Repairing the Planet: A Citizens' 
Agenda- Dr. David Korten, Speaker 
Upcoming workshops to learn what underlies today's 
social, economic, environmental & political crises & what 
we can do to regain control of local resources. 
Workshops: An action network to educate the legislature - Creat-
Ing a sustainable lifestyle -Supporting human rights -Wold 
population growth. • for more info call 727-0600 
Sat., Oct 19 ].c.Penney Building 
9am-3:30pm, registration $25 (lunch included) 
begins at 8:45am $5 Student fee (bring lunch) 
QUANTUM LEAP 
SKYDIVING CENTER 
First Solo Skydive, Including Video ... 
Only $129 
We Accept Competitors Coupons 
Special Prices Not Valid With other Offers 
Owned & Operated ByThree Time World Champions 
1-800 STL-JUMP 
,. Call For An Appointment Today!! 
Sullivan, Mo. 144, 30 minutes West of Six Flags. Exit 226 
THE CLASSIC LOVE STORY OF OUR TIME 
$20 STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE 
FOR THE FIRST 8 SHOWS IN ST. LOUIS! 
Wednesday, Oct. 23-Sunday, Oct. 27 
Eves: 8pm (Sun. 7:30pm); Mats: Sat. & Sun . 2pm, Thurs. (10/24) 1pm. 
TICKETS ON SALE 1 HOUR BEFORE SHOW AT FOX THEATRE BOX OFFICE. 
Cash Only. Lim" 4 tickets per valid to. Subject to availability & prior sale. 
FOX THEATRE 
527 N. Grand Blvd., st. Louis 
GLASSIFIEDS 
The Current 
HELPWANlED 
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!*** 
Find out how hundreds of student rep-
resentatives are already earning FREE 
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with 
America's #1 Spring Break company! 
Sen only 15 trips and rravel free! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazadan, Jamaica 
or Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER 
POSITIONS ALSO A V AILABLE. 
Call now! TAKE A BREAK STU-
DENT TR.(\ VEL (800) 95-BREAK! 
Need a few business cards or a res ume? 
What about a newsletter design or a 
paper typed. If you need any of these or 
any other desktop publishing service. 
call Tony at 826-6981 code 100. Pick-
up and delivery available . 
LONDON 
$275 
Paris $259 
. Quito $335 
Santiago $516 
Tokyo $372 
Hong Kong $434 
F .... ES ME EACH WAY FROM ST. louIS BASED ON A ROUND,",," 
PURCHA.SE. FARES DO I«)T INClUDE FEDERAL TAXES ~ PFCs 
TOT ...... IfTWffH $3'$45, DfPfHDIHG ON 0EST1NA1lON OR 
DePAImJIIE CHARGB PAD DMECTlY 10 fOREJGN GOVEAH~9(fS. [i.nht; II Travel ____ _ 
National Reservation Center 
1-800-2-COUNCIL 
(1-800-226-8624) 
http://wwro.ciee.orgItrrwelhbn 
EUROPASS FROM $210 
If you are looking [or a new car stereo 
or auto alarm, then you need Dynasty 
Audio. Page Kennon at 476-4325 code 
100 for product and service quotes. 
Mobile service is available. 
GODDESSWOMEN GATHERiNG 
a seasonal ceremony for Women Only-
Honoring our Ancestors, Deepening 
into the Darkness-Saturday, October 
26 from 7 to 10 p.m.@ MidTown Arts 
Center. To regjster call: San 993-7024 
or Carol 773-5959 . . 
Credit Card fundrai sers for fraterni-
ties, sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to S l(XX) by 
eaming a whopping S5.00/VISA ap-
plication. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 
Qualified callers receive FREE T-
SHlRT. 
Writer'S Workshop 
Monday Oct. 14. 2-4p.m. 325 Lucas 
Hall. All gemes welcome. Bring a 
minimum of 5 copies of your work. 
t5TH ANNUAL 
Birthright~"~ ........ ,",, 
• FR£E TEST, with immediate results detects 
pregnancy 10 days after it · begins. 
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING 
• IMMEDIATE practical assistance 
• ALL services FREE and confidential 
Help Is Nearby 
BrentwoDd _ ... . 8&2-5300 sr. Ch .. rl ••. . .. 724-1200 
Ballwin . .... . . 22"~22&6 Soul" City . .... 962-3653 
Bride. 'on ... . . 227-.775 lIIidlD""" . . . .. . 9"'6-4900 
(AFTER HOURS, 1- 8DD-5!>D-4I1DD) 
We Care... __ .. 
Attention! 
HEALTHY NON-SMOKING 
. MALES AGE 18-45 
$$$$$ 
Earn $300 - $1000 in your spare time! 
If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 18-45, 
onno medication, with no current health problems, 
of a normal height/weight ratio, and are available 
for 24-48 hour stays at our facility, you can earn 
hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain 
FDA approval . Gateway Medical Research, Inc. 
has been conducting research for pharmaceutical 
companies for years and thousands of people have 
participated. To find out how easy it can be to earn 
$$$, call our recruiters at (314) 946-2110 anytime. 
GATEWAY MEDICAL 
RESEARCH, INC. 
116 NORTH MAIN STREET 
ST. CHARLES, MO 63301 ~~ 
**PEANUT BUTTER & ONION 
SANDWICHES?!!** 
Do you have a "wacky" rec ipeor snack 
food you enjoy? Here's your chance to 
be published in new book' Call 936-
0106 to leave your "wacky" recipe/ 
snake[ood message orwrite to: Wacky 
Recipes & Snack Foods", 869 
BocaRalon Dr. , St. PeterS MO. 63376 
Art Students 
St.Louis Writers Guild is accepting 
submissions [or its "Logo Design" 
Competition. Cash Award S50 cal l 
314-561-1658 for guide lines. Submis-
simi fee S3. Deadline Oct. 30, 1996. 
Clerical/Secretary 
Part to full time for local accounting 
fum.Duties to include filing/computer 
& word processing/assembly of tax 
returns. Apply by resume ' only to: 
MARTENS , NEEL Y & 
SCHREIBER, CPA 'S 523 Laclede 
Station Road St. Louis, MO 63119 
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FOR SALFJRENT 
For Sale! Yamaha DX; 75 keyboard. 
Fully programmable. Approximately 
18" x36". Like new. S150. Ca ll Liza 
for details. 965-7363 
For Sale! 1964 Fender S [[ateX'aster 
original vintage guitar, very few, very 
minor modifications (completely re-
versible). Blond , L800 series. In very 
good condition. Appraised at over 
S12OO, asking for SR50. Call Liza for 
details, 965-7363 
Computer for sale-new 586-133 Mhz-
8MB ofRAM-6x multi-media. 1.2 gig 
HD-KB mouse-Windows 95. Great 
back-.lo-school system. Call Chris 
Parrickat993-5528. 5699. 
Furniture For Sale 
Matching love seat and reclining chair, 
excellent conditions S125 
Wood table with white tile and four 
folding chaus. S50 Call 838-3979 
Combine your foreign language skills with 
a graduate business degree for exciting 
career opportunities! 
INTERNATIONAL MBA 
~ The University of Memphis 
• Semester of internship or study overseas 
- DistingUIshed, experienced faculty 
- Language tracks in French, German, Chinese, 
Spanish; English for international students 
• 2 year, full-time program 
• Graduate assistantships available 
For more information, contact Pat Taylor at 
901-678-3499 or e-mail ptaylor@cc.memphis.edu 
or write to: 
International MBA Coordinator 
Fogelman College of Business and Economics 
The University of Memphis 
Memphis, TN 38152 
Visit our home page: 
http://business.memphis.edu 
The University of Memphis. 
An Equal Opportunity/ Affinnative Action University . 
I hear and I forget. 
I see and I remember. 
I do and I understand. 
- Chinese Proverb 
Ask about our , 
CAREER EXPERIENCE PROGRAM 
Career Services 
308 Woods Hall ·516-5111 
-V-<>L-U:r-r-r~~~S N"I:CICI>E.::X> F~ ~S~~C!~ S~V"I>"Y' 
- 4 ~ - .~-
. . 
If you are at least 18 years of age and NEVER had genital herpes, you may be eligible to participate in a study evaluating an 
investigational vaccine to prevent genital herpes.· Individuals cannot get herpes from the vaccine. Study vaccinations, office visits 
laboratory tests including tests for HIV are provided free of charge. Volunteers receive up to $200 for participating. For more 
information, call the Herpes Research Center of St. Louis at 434-4900. 
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Midnight Madness 
Tuesday 9:00 p.m.-? 
Come join U~l-St.Louis Basketball in 
kicking off the season with a p arty 
at 9:00 [ollov/ed by their firs t p rac-
t ice of the season at midnight. 
, "The Homecoming" 
Wednesday 12:30 p.m. 
The Catholic Students at NewIIlan 
House will be performing 
a play in the J .C. Penney 
auditorium. 
Litmag Dr'ama Performance 
Thursday 12:00 p.m. 
Litmag's Premiere Performers will 
be performing drama for the 
first time during lunch on the p atio 
between J.C. Penney and 
The University Center. 
The Current 
Bonfire 
Thursday '7:00 p.m. 
October 14} 1991 
University meadows will be ablaze 
again. Come for free food, give-
aways, and a great time. 
The Game 
Saturday 1:00 p.m. 
Rivermen Soccor take on The Univer-
sity of Wisconsin Parkside on The 
Mark Twain field. 
The Dance 
aturday 7:30-12:00 
At The Renaissance Hotel , 
Doors open at 7:30. Dinner served 
at 8:00. Dance until 12~OO. The 
Court wIll be elected at the dance. 
To purchase tickets call 516-5105 
or talk to your organization about 
,buying a table. 
"13efore 
-the Clock -(~ 
S-tl-1lees. ' 
CJc-tober .:1 '~i 
•• 
